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SELF-SERVICE DATABASE REPORTING 
SYSTEMS AND METHODS 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION(S) 

0001. The present non-provisional patent application is a 
continuation of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/907,184, 
filed Oct. 19, 2010, and entitled “SELF-SERVICE DATA 
BASE REPORTING SYSTEMS AND METHODS,” which 
is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
11/967,159, filed Dec. 29, 2007, and entitled “SYSTEMS 
AND METHODS FOR INTERACTIVELY CREATING, 
CUSTOMIZING, AND EXECUTING REPORTS OVER 
THE INTERNET (now U.S. Pat. No. 7,840,600 issued on 
Nov. 23, 2010), which claims priority to U.S. Provisional 
Patent Application Ser. No. 60/882,822, filed Dec. 29, 2006, 
and entitled “AMETHOD AND SYSTEM THAT ENABLES 
THE CREATION, CUSTOMIZATION AND EXECUTION 
OF REPORTS VIA THE INTERNET, the disclosures of 
each are incorporated in full by reference herein. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to database 
system and methods. More specifically, the present invention 
provides systems and methods for self-service database 
reporting using a web browser to create a user interface to 
interactively connect to a plurality of database types to create, 
customize, and execute reports. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. A computer database is a structured collection of 
records or data that is stored in a computer system so that a 
computer program or person using a query language can 
consult data stored in the database to answer queries or pro 
vide reports. Organizations typically utilize databases to store 
data from business activity, Surveys, measurements, markets, 
and the like. These databases can contain data sources imple 
mented as tables, views, indices, and otherforms that contain 
related data elements. These data elements generally have a 
name, data type, storage limits, and other descriptive charac 
teristics. For example, a customer database could have an 
“address’ table which contains a “city” field. This field could 
have a length limit of 80 characters and could require that it is 
not blank or NULL. Programmers and database administra 
tors (DBA) utilize sophisticated tools, programming lan 
guages like C, and query languages like Structured Query 
Language (SQL) to execute reports on these relational data 
bases. 
0004. A report is a set of relevant data source elements, 
such as fields, filters, charting details, formatting options, and 
the like, used by a system to generate usable outputs from raw 
relational data that can eventually be viewed, printed, shared 
or loaded into another application. Conventionally, what is 
commonly called a report is actually the report output, i.e. 
charts, tables, grids, etc. Reports and report outputs are uti 
lized by organizations for a variety of purposes, such as, for 
example, marketing, sales, financial reporting, forecasting, 
trend analysis, and the like. Reports and report outputs can be 
stored in a file system or database in a binary or text format for 
future execution. 
0005 Conventionally, multiple web applications include 
modules that allow a user to generate a canned report which 
includes a predefined set of characteristics. To generate a 
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customized report, a reporting module must be upgraded by a 
programmer or a skilled database administrator (DBA). The 
upgrader must usually define how data sources are combined 
and selected in a data access language like SQL. A program 
mer may need to redesign software code so the appropriate 
report output can be generated with the required customiza 
tion. Existing reporting platforms and frameworks make the 
process simpler, but still require significant involvement from 
programmers and database administrators. They also require 
network protocols, network ports and security access only 
available to someone with proper clearance on the same 
physical network. Conventionally, report customization can 
not be done over the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) 
alone using a standard browser. A system that permits users 
with only basic computer literacy to design or customize 
reports would have great value by eliminating the need for 
technical persons to be involved when new reporting require 
ments emerge. Custom designed reporting modules for appli 
cations require significant effort in terms of programming. 
deployment, and testing when a change needs to be made. The 
cost of maintaining such systems is high and there is signifi 
cant risk of introducing bugs when software is updated. 
0006 Organizations have moved to web-based systems 
which advantageously remove the requirements to include 
applications on a user's specific computer. While many 
reporting systems exist for specific web applications, each 
system must be custom designed for a specific database or 
application. Reporting tools exist that simplify the process 
and reduce the risk of adding web-based reporting to a web 
application. These tools, however, require the use of special 
developer applications that must be installed, configured and 
secured on a computer. Additionally, these do not operate 
over HTTP alone. Organizations select web-based platforms 
for their applications to avoid the complexity of installing and 
configuring software. Having any module of a web applica 
tion that cannot run over the web eliminates many of the 
advantages that the web platform provides. Furthermore, 
these tools can only be used by experts with knowledge of 
database administration and software programming. There is 
a need, however, for solutions that can be maintained entirely 
over the web without the involvement of programmers and 
database administrators. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0007. In various exemplary embodiments, the present 
invention provides methods and systems for enabling users to 
interactively create, customize, and execute reports on data 
stored in databases using only a web browser. The user can 
create, customize, and execute reports by selecting various 
report elements including, for example, data sources, fields, 
filters, labels, charts, dashboards, and the like. These can be 
selected though a web browser that includes an instance of a 
system connected to an appropriate data source. Advanta 
geously, the present invention enables users to create the 
reports through an Internet connection, without any special 
software, such as web browser plug-ins, database applica 
tions, and the like, without knowledge of data access lan 
guages, such as SQL, and without direct access to a database 
server. The present invention can directly connect to a plural 
ity of different database types through a virtual or physical 
network connection. It fully functions without requiring the 
creation of additional configuration items like catalogs, mod 
els or secondary schemas by a programmer or database 
administrator (DBA). 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008. The present invention is illustrated and described 
herein with reference to the various drawings, in which like 
reference numbers denote like method steps and/or system 
components, respectively, and in which: 
0009 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a report system includ 
ing visual control components, content generators, analysis 
components, and database components, according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0010 FIG. 2 is a user interface (UI) screen a illustrating a 
data source tab according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0011 FIG. 3 is a UI screen illustrating a data source tab 
after selecting two data sources which were automatically 
joined according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0012 FIG. 4 is a UI screen illustrating a fields tab after 
selecting data sources in FIGS. 2 and 3 according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0013 FIG. 5 is a UI screen illustrating the fields tab with 
the function visual selector and multiple fields according to 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0014 FIG. 6 is a UI screen illustrating a filters tab with a 

filter field selector according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0015 FIG. 7 is a UI screen illustrating the filters tab with 
exemplary filter fields according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention; 
0016 FIG. 8 is a UI screen illustrating a summary tab with 
a Summary of the fields tab according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0017 FIG.9 is a UI screen illustrating a chart tab allowing 
the user to add a chart to the report according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0018 FIG. 10 is a UI screen illustrating a description tab 
allowing the user to add descriptions to the report according 
to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0019 FIG. 11 is a UI screen illustrating a style tab allow 
ing the user to define a report style according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0020 FIG. 12 is a UI screen illustrating a preview tab 
allowing the user to preview the report according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
0021 FIG. 13 is a data structure illustrating a sample 
relational database that is typically included with popular 
database server applications and can be used to generated 
custom reports according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0022 FIG. 14 is a report system representation illustrating 
general Sub-components and modules of the report system 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion; 
0023 FIGS. 15-17 are flowcharts illustrating an exem 
plary process of user activity associated with creating a new 
report according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention; 
0024 FIG. 18 is a block diagram illustrating a server hav 
ing a report system according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0025 FIG. 19 is a network diagram illustrating a user 
accessing the server of FIG. 18 to perform custom report 
generation according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
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0026 FIG. 20 is a diagram of an abstraction of various 
levels associated with a reporting system according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. 
0027 FIG. 21 is a flowchart of a method for installing and 
setting up a reporting system according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0028 FIG. 22 is a UI screen of a configuration page 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion 
0029 FIG. 23 is a UI screen showing incorporation of 
visual geographical data in online reports according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention; 
0030 FIG. 24 is a UI screen of streamlining charts in 
online reports according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0031 FIG. 25 is a UI screen of a combined line and bar 
chart and a stacked bar graph according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0032 FIGS. 26-27 are UI screens and tables of a self-join 
feature for parent-child relationships according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention; 
0033 FIG. 28 is a UI screen of visual enhancements in the 
fields report according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention; and 
0034 FIG.29 is a UI screen of pivoted table customization 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0035. In various exemplary embodiments, the present 
invention provides systems and methods for self-service data 
base reporting using a web browser to create a user interface 
to interactively connect to a plurality of database types to 
create, customize, and execute reports. The user can interac 
tively create, customize, and execute reports by selecting 
various report elements including, for example, data sources, 
fields, filters, labels, charts, dashboards, and the like. These 
can be selected though a web site that includes an instance of 
a system connected to an appropriate data source. Advanta 
geously, the present invention enables users to create the 
reports through an Internet connection, without any special 
Software, Such as web browser plug-ins, database applica 
tions, and the like, without knowledge of data access lan 
guages, such as SQL, and without direct access to a database 
server. The present invention can directly connect to the data 
Source through a virtual or physical network connection. It 
fully functions without requiring the creation of additional 
configuration items like catalogs, models or secondary sche 
mas by a programmer or database administrator (DBA). That 
is, the present invention enables end-users to securely create 
and customize their own reports without involving a program 
mer or database expert and integrates within an applications 
Security, navigation, and appearance. 
0036. In the present invention, the report itself contains no 
data, but rather it merely includes definitions on how report 
outputs are generated from a database. For example, outputs 
can be in any binary file format. Such as, for example, Hyper 
TextMarkup Language (HTML), Portable Document Format 
(PDF), Microsoft Excel (XLS, XLSX), Microsoft Word 
(DOC, DOCX), Extensible Markup Language (XML), and 
the like. Additionally, the outputs can include multiple visual 
elements, such as charts, grids, tables, and the like. This report 
can be stored in a file system or database in a binary or text 
format for future execution. 
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0037. The present invention includes a system of software 
components that utilize metadata analysis techniques to 
present a web-based user interface (UI) that significantly 
reduces the number and complexity of decisions a user needs 
to make during a report design process. Specifically, the 
present invention includes server-side components and 
browser-side components working together to enable cus 
tom-generated reports from any type of database. Addition 
ally, the present invention is configured with knowledge of 
specific databases, such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, 
MySQL, DB2, Sybase and the like. This knowledge is used to 
allow custom generated reports without any custom develop 
ment. For example, the UI is adaptive responsive to the type of 
database. Accordingly, the UI only presents capabilities 
which are tailored to the specific database type. Importantly, 
the web-based UI created by the present invention is config 
ured to eliminate invalid report choices thereby limiting a user 
to only valid choices preventing what does not work. Also, the 
present invention utilizes the knowledge to significantly 
reduce the likelihood of the end user designing a report which 
the database cannot execute. Reports can be generated within 
the capabilities of the specific database. Advantageously, the 
end user does not need to be familiar with the limitations and 
capabilities of the database. 
0038 Advantageously, the present invention significantly 
limits the levels of user training required for custom report 
generation. Additionally, the present invention eliminates the 
need for a database administrator (DBA), developer, engi 
neer, or the like to define a secondary schema, model, or 
catalog which enables the Solution to be deployed in a day or 
less, which is significantly shorter than traditional reporting 
systems. For example, the present invention can be deployed 
anywhere with network connectivity. In fact, the present 
invention does not need to be located with a database, but 
rather can connect through a network to both the database and 
various users through standard web browser connections. 
With the model design process removed, technical personnel 
are no longer required for report customizations as they can 
be made directly by the end user. 
0039 Generally, the present invention provides a web 
based report design interface, i.e. the web-based UI, which is 
accessed through a standard web browser configured with 
Scripting capabilities. The web-based report design interface 
includes multiple visual select components that enable a user 
to select data sources, fields, filters, Summary fields, charting 
elements, descriptions, titles, and other relevant report com 
ponents to create a custom report without specialized soft 
ware or database training. The web-based report design inter 
face can include navigational items as our known in the art, 
Such as tables, pages, panels, buttons, drop down lists, hyper 
links, and the like. Once prepared, the user can preview the 
custom generated report as well as save it or export it to 
multiple formats. For example, the custom generated report 
can include text, tables, graphics, and the like. The web-based 
report design interface access data in databases, such as a 
relational database, through virtual or physical network con 
nections. 

0040. The web-based report design interface enables the 
user to select multiple data sources. From each data source, 
the user can select one or more fields from which the user can 
filter, reduce, and/or select the data. Additionally, the web 
based report design interface Supports custom filtering and 
functions applied to the fields for the purposes of generating 
a custom report. Advantageously, the present invention 
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enables the custom report generation solely from a standard 
web browser or the like. This enables the generation of data 
access language queries or driving a user interface without 
requiring the creation of additional configuration items like 
catalogs, models or secondary schemas by a programmer, 
operator, or database administrator. Thus, business users are 
afforded a level of freedom and autonomy, and IT staff may be 
freed to focus on other initiatives. 

0041 Referring to FIG. 1, a report system 100 includes 
visual control components 102, content generators 104. 
analysis components 106, and database components 108, 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The report system 100 includes software which includes 
an ordered listing of executable instructions for implement 
ing logical functions associated with the report system 100. 
For example, the report system 100 can be configured to run 
on a computer, such as a server, connected to databases 110. 
The various components 102,104,106, 108 are configured to 
function or execute on the server, a local client, or both. The 
components 102,104,106, 108 can also include counterparts 
on the server and the client which communicate to each other 
through events. Additionally, the components 102,104,106, 
108 can also communicate with other such components 102. 
104,106, 108 through events, delegates, direct method calls, 
indirect method calls, data exchange, or the like. 
0042. The visual control components 102 are software 
components configured to render directly or indirectly to an 
interactive UI 112, such as a web browser. The interactive UI 
112 may be the web-based UI described above providing a 
user reporting access to the databases 110. The visual control 
components 102 can include, for example, a field list selector, 
a filter list selector, a summary field list selector, a chart 
selector, a data source selector, and the like. These selectors 
are configured to allow a user to interactively and simply 
create a customized report through the UI 112 without special 
Software or database programming knowledge. Also, the 
visual components 102 can automatically pre-select the most 
likely intended fields, operations, or combinations thereof in 
a manner that may be overridden by the user. Each combina 
tion offields, operations or combinations thereof can be given 
points for certain attributes and the combination with the 
highest score gets automatically selected, i.e. scorecarding. 
Scorecarding figures out how various fields, operations or 
combinations thereof are related based on connections in a 
data source or previous history, and scores results selecting 
the highest scored results. For example, in the chart selector, 
scorecarding can auto-select a field Such as a date field when 
a user selects a trend chart. Further, the scorecarding can 
select a group by month operation for the dates if a user 
previously has run reports based on grouped months. In 
another example, scorecarding can be utilized when data 
Sources are joined based on the most likely combination of 
fields. 

0043. The content generators 104 are software compo 
nents configured to render visual translations, transforma 
tions, or visualizations of data to form content 114. Such as, 
for example, charts, grids, tables, and the like. The report 
system 100 can include multiple content generators 104 for 
various formats, such as PDF, XLS, DOC, XML, SQL, JPG, 
GIF, PNG, and the like, and multiple content generators for 
various types of content, Such as table, charts, grids, and the 
like. The content generators 104 can encapsulate, utilize, or 
call upon other content generators 104. For example, a PDF 
document with a chart in it could be rendered by a PDF 
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content generator component that embeds the output of chart 
content generator which can be further compressed by a 
graphical file format content generator that generates a 
graphical format such as GIF, JPG, PNG, or other graphical 
file format. 
0044) The analysis components 106 are configured to ana 
lyze, evaluate, connect, translate, transform, or represent rela 
tional metadata and data from the databases 110. The analysis 
components 106 provide a link between the content genera 
tion 104 and the database components 108. For example, the 
analysis components 106 are configured to generally con 
struct the representations in memory 116 for efficient access, 
modification, transfer, storage, and retrieval. The analysis 
components 106 are configured to perform real-time analysis 
on the metadata. The metadata analysis components include 
various drivers, and a metadata cache. The various drivers act 
as communication protocols between the components and 
generators of the report system 100 and the database 110. The 
drivers utilize techniques specific to each database 110 to 
each database type, such as Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, 
MySQL, DB2, Sybase, and the like, to gather information 
about what tables, views, fields, and the like are in the data 
base 110. 

0045. The database components 108 connect to, transfer 
data from, and communicate with the databases 110 or other 
database components. A driver and provider or other abstrac 
tion layer can abstract database operations such that the report 
system 100 can easily connect to multiple types of database 
servers or data applications as an intermediary layer so that 
the entire system need not change to support an additional 
Vendor, database type, data source, or data application. 
Advantageously, this allows the report system 100 to operate 
with any type of database 110 to generate custom reports 
without any knowledge of the specific database type or of 
SQL. The other components 102, 104,106 in the report sys 
tem 100 utilize the database components 108 to gather data, 
metadata, or other relevant data from the source database 110. 
The visual control components 102 are configured to adapt 
based on the specific type of database that the database com 
ponents 108 connect to. Specifically, the UI 112 is configured 
to only allow characteristics and capabilities associated with 
the specific database type. Additionally, the analysis compo 
nents 106 are also configured to operate according to the 
characteristics and capabilities associated with the specific 
database type. 
0046 For example, different database types can include 
Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, DB2, Sybase, and 
the like. Each type of database can include similar field types, 
Such as string, integer, Varchar, date, float, etc. However, each 
database type may allow different operations, i.e. sorting, 
aggregating, grouping, and filtering, for each field type. The 
present invention is aware of the nuances associated with each 
field type for each different database type. For example, one 
database type may allow numerical operations with String 
fields while another may not. The awareness of the specific 
field type for the specific database type enables the report 
system 100 to provide the same UI 112 for report generation 
to a user regardless of database type. Advantageously, this 
enables the user to generate custom reports without intimate 
database knowledge. 
0047 Referring to FIGS. 2-12, an exemplary operation of 
the report system 100 of FIG. 1 is illustrated through various 
UI screen examples. The various UI screen examples gener 
ally illustrate the process through which the components 102, 
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104,106, 108 create a customized report. The UI screens can 
be displayed through a web browser, and inputs into the 
screens can be done through user input from, for example, a 
keyboard, mouse, and the like. The exemplary operation illus 
trates generation of a business sales report. Those of ordinary 
skill in the art will recognize the present invention can be 
utilized to generate any type of custom report from a database. 
Each of the UI screens includes a tab bar from which a user 
can select which visual control component to work with. For 
example, the tab bar can include tabs for reports, data sources, 
fields, filters, Summary, chart, description, style, preview, and 
the like. Also, the UI screens can includea toolbar with icons, 
drop down lists, etc. For example, the toolbar can include 
commands, such as back, new, save, and the like. Finally, the 
UI screens can include a work area which can include menus, 
check boxes, drop down lists, and the like associated with 
each visual control component. 
0048 Referring to FIG. 2, a UI screen 200 is depicted 
illustrating a data source tab 202 according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. A reports tab 204 can 
provide a screen allowing a user to view all existing reports, 
save a new report, save an existing report with a new name, 
and the like. A user can click the “new” icon 206 to start a 
report design process for a new report. This brings the user to 
the data source tab 202. A client side data source selector 
visual component (a web drop-down or combo control in this 
case) populates by getting a data source list from its server 
side counterpart. The server-side counterpart accesses a 
schema model in a data component which stores the list of 
available data sources. 

0049 Access to data sources can be provided through 
security credentials. Such as a connection string, password, or 
the like. For example, a user can be provided a connection 
string which includes information about the database server's 
name, location, and security credentials, and this automati 
cally adds the data source to the available data sources in the 
data source list. The connection string is a combination of 
resource identifiers and security credentials (e.g., password, 
key, etc.), and the connection string is not the data itself, but 
rather a pointer to the data similar to a URL. For databases 
that use a connection String, the connection String is all a user 
needs to begin accessing various data sources for the purpose 
of generating custom reports. Of note, data from each of the 
data sources is streamed and not stored. Specifically, data is 
accessed from the selected data sources solely for creating the 
custom report. 
0050 Additionally, there is a security layer that hides cer 
tain data sources from certain users. The present invention 
utilizes application level security associated with the data 
base. Here, the present invention is configured to take an 
existing security model and map this model into the report 
system. For example, mapping code can be utilized to map the 
existing security model into the report system. This allows the 
report system to implement security at multiple levels, such as 
Records. User, Field, Data Source level security. For 
example, a CRM management system may allow sales per 
Sons to access certain data based on their sales territories. 
Here, the report system can model the same level of access as 
the CRM management system, i.e. only allow sales persons to 
create reports based on their sales territories. Additionally, the 
present invention can utilize a dynamic security model 
wherein changes to security levels are incorporated in previ 
ously saved reports. Here, the report system checks the cur 
rent security levels each time a report is accessed, and poten 
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tially can prevent a user from utilizing the report if the 
security levels have changed making a data source unavail 
able to the user. 
0051. The user activates the data source selector visual 
component by clicking on a table menu 208 which can 
include a drop down list of various data sources 210. The 
available data sources 210 are based on databases connected 
to the report system. Once the database is connected, such as 
through security credentials, data sources 210 appear in the 
drop down list. The available data sources 210 are responsive 
to the security level of the user accessing the report system. 
Advantageously, the user is not required to add data sources 
or to have intimate knowledge of the underlying database. 
The report system itself automatically populates the data 
sources 210 responsive to the security level of the user. 
0052 For example, the various data source 210 include 
various sales related category in this exemplary operation. 
The user can select a relevant data source Such as categories 
212. For example, the user could use the drop down list and 
select categories 212, and then click on an “add icon 214. 
Also, the user could select multiple data sources 210. For 
example, each time a specific category 212 is added, the user 
could be presented with another table menu 208 to join more 
data sources 210. Once selected, the data sources 210 are 
automatically integrated into the report. 
0053 Referring to FIG. 3, a UI screen 300 is depicted 
illustrating a data source tab 202 after selecting two data 
Sources 210 according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. After the data source 210 is selected, the 
drop down list can be deactivated. This deactivation allows 
renders additional visual components 302-310 allowing the 
user to join additional data sources. For example, this can 
occur via an AJAX client event. An AJAX client event is 
essentially triggered by an input device, such as a mouse or 
keyboard. Special handlers can be set up to respond to events. 
For example, clicking an item on a drop down can deactivate 
that control and also trigger a select event that a handler 
responses to for creation of new controls. Here, the user 
selected data sources must be connected with a unique field 
like a primary or foreign key. For example, an additional 
visual component could include a “Products’ data source 302 
with a foreign key selector component 304 and a field selector 
component 306 auto filled based on scorecarding with appro 
priate values related to the data source 210. Also, after adding 
the data source 302, the user could add additional components 
31 O. 

0054. It is not required at all for reports to come from a 
single data source. Joining is basically way to connect the 
current “set of data sources 210 to a “single' new one 302. 
For example, joining five data sources would involve going 
through this step four times. Joining is a process of adding one 
more data source to existing data sources such that the new 
data source 302 has at least one field in common with the 
existing data sources. For example, the products data source 
302 can be added to the categories data source 210 since each 
data source has a category ID field in common. The foreign 
key selector component 304, field selector component 306, 
and foreign table 308 can be auto-filled based on scorecard 
ing, and includes the field in common. 
0055. The fields 304, 306, 308 can be automatically 
selected for the user. The automatic selection is done by using 
metadata information in a schema model, an index model, a 
constraint model, and other potential models. Each combina 
tion of fields is scored based on characteristics of the fields. 
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An exact name match or the existence of a constraint or index 
adds a significant number of points to the score for that 
combination. A Subset match adds a moderate number of 
points. A Small number of points are also added for existence 
the same character in both fields. Additional mechanisms of 
point allocation may be utilized for increased accuracy. The 
combination of fields with the highest score gets automati 
cally selected by the visual component. The user has the 
option of overriding the automatic field selection. In this 
example, data in the foreign key selector component 304 and 
the field selector component 306 is automatically selected as 
“CategoryID' after completion. 
0056. The present invention utilizes a scorecarding algo 
rithm with respect to newly joined data sources. Essentially, 
previously joined data sources are compared to newly joined 
data sources being added. Every combination of fields from 
the previously joined data sources and the newly joined data 
Sources are compared and scored with the highest scored ones 
selected. For example, the algorithm can give points for cer 
tain patterns, such as names offields matching, similarity, key 
analysis, existence of constraints and indexes, etc. Further, 
the algorithm can also analyze existing reports and learn from 
these. This avoids the requirement of a user manually build 
ing a model by selecting a Subset of fields and assigning 
relationships between them. 
0057 Referring to FIG. 4, a UI screen 400 is depicted 
illustrating a fields tab 402 after selecting data sources in 
FIGS. 2 and 3 according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. The fields tab 402 enables the user to add 
and delete fields from selected data sources, sort the fields, 
perform sorts, and perform functions. The fields tab 402 
includes an "add all field forms from list 404 which enables 
the user to add all field forms from a specific data source, such 
as “Categories', from which fields 406 can be added in the 
fields tab 402.The fields tab 402 can also include an “addall’ 
control 408 and a "remove all control 410 associated with 
the list 404. Here, the user can select the controls 408, 410 to 
add or remove all of the field forms in the list 404. The fields 
406 is a list of all available fields based specifically on the data 
sources 202 selected. Once a field is selected in the fields 406, 
Such as Category Name, a default description is populated in 
a description box. 412. The user can override the default 
description by editing the text in the description box 412. A 
“Sort(a-Z)’ check-box 414 sets a state that content generators 
and an execution engine use to retrieve and/or generate data in 
alphabetical or numeric order. A “Sort (Z-a)” check-box 416 
sets a state that the content generators and the execution 
engine use to retrieve and/or generate data in reverse alpha 
betical or reverse numeric order. 

0058. A “VG” check-box 418 sets a state for the visual 
grouping (“VG') when selected. When visual grouping is 
enabled for a field, the content generators render a sub-report 
heading for that field rather than showing it. This eliminates 
repeated values showing for categorical data. A function 
visual selector 420 enables the user to select aggregate func 
tions, such as average, count, count distinct, maximum, mini 
mum, Sum, group, and the like. A format visual selector 422 
enables the user to select formatting options, such as number 
formatting, text formatting, and the like. The function and 
format visual selectors 420, 422 (e.g., drop-down lists in this 
example) are dynamically populated based on the type of data 
in the field 406 (e.g., date, String, integer, etc). This happens 
after the user selects the field 406 with the field selector 
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component. The population event gets triggered by the deac 
tivation of the field selector through an event mechanism. 
0059 Referring to FIG. 5, a UI screen 500 is depicted 
illustrating the fields tab 402 illustrating the function visual 
selector 420 and multiple fields 508 according to an exem 
plary embodiment of the present invention. The function 
visual selector 420 enables the user to select functions to 
perform on each field 508. The function visual selector 420 
illustrates an example of aggregate functions 502 for numeric 
field types. A format 504 illustrates an example format of 
“0,000 for a numeric field type. The aggregate functions 502 
include relational functions, i.e. average, maximum, mini 
mum, etc. In addition to the relational functions, the aggre 
gate functions 502 can include a group function. Group 
relates to the “GROUP BY operator available in SQL data 
base. Grouping by field 402 buckets the results of non-group 
calculations by the grouped field. For example, doing a count 
of a ProductID by CategoryName counts the products in each 
category separately. A summary line 506 can be added to the 
report for numeric fields by selecting an aggregate function 
type in the summary drop-down for the summary line 506. 
0060 Referring to FIG. 6, a UI screen 600 is depicted 
illustrating a filters tab 602 illustrating a filter field selector 
604 according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. The filter field selector 604 enables the user to 
restrict data from each field in the report. Filter visual com 
ponents 606 relate to the “WHERE clause in relational data 
bases. The user can select a field to filter by selecting the drop 
down list in the filter field selector 604. Also, filter operators 
608, such as “equals”, “is greater than”, “doesn't equal, and 
the like, can be selected by clicking a drop down list of the 
filter operators 608. The filters tab 602 also can include a 
“blank' check box 610, and if the “blank' check box 610 is 
selected, results of the filters tab 602 includes data with blank 
values. This is necessary for data sources that include data 
with blank, unknown, invalid, or null values. A parameter 
(“param') checkbox 612 allows the user to set the parameter 
state. When the check box 612 is enabled at the specific filter 
field selector 604, it should be visual in other places like the 
preview and allows the report viewer to change the filter when 
running a report. In other words, the parameter checkbox 612 
enables the filter field selector 604 to be modified by the user 
who executes the report from a secondary “viewer compo 
nent with limited or no report design capabilities. 
0061 Referring to FIG. 7, a UI screen 700 is depicted 
illustrating the filters tab 602 illustrating exemplary filter 
fields according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. The UI screen 700 illustrates a filter field selector 
604 of “discontinued with an operator 608 of “false.” Also, 
the UI Screen 700 illustrates a filter field Selector 604 of 
“Units in Stock' with an operator 608 of “is greater than and 
a value 702 of “2. A value 702 is shown if applicable for the 
related operator 608. For example, an operator 608 of “true' 
or “false' does not require the value 702, but an operator 608 
of “is greater than does. A list 704 illustrates various opera 
tors 608, such as “equals”, “is less than”, “is greater than’, etc. 
0062 Referring to FIG. 8, a UI screen 800 is depicted 
illustrating a Summary tab 820 illustrating a Summary of the 
fields tab 402 according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. The summary tab 820 can provide a sec 
ondary Sub-report intended for aggregate operations. The 
user selects which fields 802 they want in the summary. For 
example, the fields 802 can include a drop down list of the 
fields from the field tab 402. A description 804 gets populated 
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with a generated field name which can be overridden by 
altering text in a text-box control box. Each field 802 also 
includes alphabetical and reverse alphabetical check boxes 
806, 808 as described previously. Also, each field 802 can 
include function and format categories 810, 812 which pro 
vide drop down lists of functions and formats. The user can 
add multiple field 802 lines as needed. A grand totals line 814 
can be added to the Summary table by selecting a check-box. 
The grand total feature generates an additional Sub-report 
grid which includes all fields where the function is not a 
group. 

0063 Referring to FIG. 9, a UI screen 900 is depicted 
illustrating a chart tab 902 allowing the user to add a chart to 
the report according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. The chart tab 902 enables the selection of 
fields for generating a chart, i.e. for the user to add charts to 
the report. The user can select the type of chart from a chart 
drop down list 904, such as pie, plot, bar, line, etc. Also, the 
chart tab 902 displays chart characteristics responsive to the 
type of chart selected. The user can select which data source 
is used for labels 906 and the data source for values 908. The 
aggregate or “Group' function for the label906 and the value 
908 selection is selected in drop down boxed 910 next to each 
field selection. Sort(a-Z) check-boxes 912 set the state which 
indicate what sorting operations are used. A “Show Percent 
age' check-box 914 sets state indicating if the chart should 
show the percentage of total value that each chart element 
(such as a pie slice) represents in the chart output. Additional 
graphing options such as 3D charting and other visualizations 
or effects can be available by clicking an Advanced button 
916. 

0064. Referring to FIG. 10, a UI screen 1000 is depicted 
illustrating a description tab 1002 allowing the user to add 
descriptions to the report according to an exemplary embodi 
ment of the present invention. The description tab 1002 gives 
the user an option to add additional labels to a chart. First, the 
user can provide a chart title 1004. The user can also provide 
a brief description 1006 of the report. Also, the user can add 
a header 1008 and a footer 1010. 

0065 Referring to FIG. 11, a UI screen 1100 is depicted 
illustrating a style tab 1102 allowing the user to define a report 
style according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. Here, the user can adjust the style visual compo 
nent of the report to configure the overall look of the report. 
For example, the user can select a border color 1104, aheader 
color 1106, an item color 1108, and an alternating item color 
1110. These colors 1104, 1106, 1108, 1110 can be selected 
through a drop down list. Also, the style tab 1102 can include 
defaults for each item which can be reset by clicking on a 
restore default tab 1112. The style tab 1102 can include a 
sample grid 1114 displaying a preview of what the grid looks 
like based on the user settings. Additional checkbox options 
on this tab allow the user to show page number 1116 on the 
report and/or select to add date and time 1118 to the report by 
selecting a check-box. Other options allow the user to select 
layout order 1120 of the layout of the detail table, summary 
table, and graph in the report. 
0066 Referring to FIG. 12, a UI screen 1200 is depicted 
illustrating a preview tab 1202 allowing the user to preview 
the report according to an exemplary embodiment of the 
present invention. The preview tab 1202 allows the user to see 
all elements added during the report design process. For 
example, a header 1204, chart title 1206, and description 
1208 are shown from the description tab 1002. A table 1210 
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illustrates data from the custom report. Here, a table is shown 
with categories (e.g., beverages, condiments, etc.) and a dis 
tinct count (e.g., 11, 11, etc.) with a Summary table 1212 
showing a grand total. A drop down results lists 1214 can be 
used to filter the number of shown results (e.g., 100, etc.). A 
chart 1232 can also appear in the preview tab 1202, as speci 
fied in the chart tab 902. The user can save the report by 
pressing a save button 1230. Also, the user can export the 
generated report to a variety of formats, such as SQL 1216, 
PDF1218, Word 1220, Excel 1222, web page (HTML) 1224, 
RTF 1226, email 1228, and the like. 
0067. Referring to FIG. 13, a data structure 1300 is 
depicted illustrating a sample relational database that is typi 
cally included with popular database server applications and 
can be used to generated custom reports according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. For 
example, the data structure 1300 can include database objects 
(dbo), such as orders 1302, order details 1304, products 1306, 
categories 1308, and customers 1310. Each of the objects can 
be keyed to different data entries, e.g. order ID, productID, 
categoryID, customer ID, etc. The present invention provides 
a mechanism to generate a custom report of the data structure 
1300 through a web-based tool. The web-based tool is easy 
to-use, requires no software installation on the client com 
puter, etc. The present invention is configured to execute 
queries on relational databases, such as in SQL. For example, 
SQL-92 is a standard, and a query in SQL-92 can include 
“SELECT, “FROM, “WHERE, “GROUP BY, and 
“ORDER BY”. Each contains specific details on how the 
query should be executed for specific fields and data sources. 
0068 Referring to FIG. 14, a report system representation 
1400 is depicted illustrating general Sub-components and 
modules of the report system according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. The representation 
1400 illustrates away to encapsulate data, business logic, and 
server and client presentation components of the report sys 
tem. For example, the representation 1400 can include a 
browser-side layer 1402, a server-side layer 1404, a business 
logic layer 1406, and a data access layer 1408. As described 
herein, the present invention can operate external to a data 
base avoiding custom integration. Additionally, users can 
access the report system through a standard web browser 
configured with Scripting capabilities. The various layers 
1402, 1404, 1406, 1408 are part of a reporting system which 
can operate on a server. The layers 1402, 1404,1406,1408 are 
configured to provide the functionality between users with 
web browsing devices and databases for generation of custom 
reports. 
0069. Each component in both the browser-side layer 
1402 and the server-side layer 1404 works together with a 
counterpart. For example, the browser-side layer 1402 
includes navigation controls 1410, independent data selec 
tion controls 1412, and web elements 1414. The server-side 
layer 1404 includes navigation controls 1416, independent 
data selection controls 1418, and content generators 1420. 
The navigation controls 1410, 1416 are configured to control 
navigation through the report system 1400 on both the user 
side (i.e., browser) and server side (i.e., report system). For 
example, the navigation controls 1410, 1416 can include the 
various tabs illustrated in the UI screens of FIGS. 2-12. These 
controls 1410, 1416 maintain the current state of the report 
system 1400 based on user navigation through the tabs where 
the state corresponds to the various fields, lists, etc. presented 
to the user. 
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0070 The independent data selection controls 1412, 1418 
provide a mechanism for selection of data, fields, etc. based 
on selections by the user and auto-selection by the report 
system 1400. For example, the user can select a data source or 
the like through a pull down menu. Correspondingly, the 
report system 1400 can automatically select fields based on 
scorecarding. The web elements 1414 are configured to uti 
lize buttons, controls, etc. in a UI for the user. The content 
generators 1420 are configured to provide HTML for the web 
browser and report output in various binary file formats. 
0071. The business logic layer 1406 is configured to coor 
dinate all behaviors between the server-side layer 1404, the 
browser-side layer 1402, and the data access layer 1408. For 
example, when a user clicks another tab through the naviga 
tion controls 1410, 1416, the business logic layer 1406 coor 
dinates the underlying functions. Additionally, the business 
logic layer 1406 includes control functions based on rules 
associated with the report system 1400. For example, upon 
creation of a new report, a user cannot preview the report if 
only data sources are selected, but no fields are selected. Here, 
the business logic layer 1406 acts as a mediator for applying 
things—e.g. drop-down, a database may not allow an average 
of string fields. 
0072 The data access layer 1408 includes various func 
tions associated with accessing data in a database. Database 
drivers 1424 are configured to interact with various database 
types. The drivers 1424 are configured with an intimate 
understanding of a specific vendor's database including vari 
ous limitations, capabilities, nuances, and the like associated 
with the database. The report system 1400 is configured to 
operate “off-the-shelf with numerous database types. 
Advantageously, this allows custom report generation with 
out custom development since the report system 1400 is 
already configured to interact with the database. For example, 
the various Supporting database vendors can include Oracle, 
Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, DB2, Sybase, and the like. 
(0073 Models 1426, 1428, 1430 represent in-memory rep 
resentations of a database state. A schema model 1426 defines 
tables, fields in each table, and relationships for data sources 
from the database. The report system 1400 is configured to 
dynamically and automatically generate the schema model 
1426 to provide custom reports. Also, the schema model 1426 
does not even need to be stored, but rather it can be generated 
on the fly as the report is generated. An index model 1428 is 
similar to the schema model 1426, but focuses on indexes 
associated with the database. A constraint model 1430 
focuses on constraints associated with the database. For 
example, the constraint model 1430 prevents building rela 
tionships, such as relationships prevented by the database 
itself or by a DBA. The index model 1430 provides additional 
performance and reliability aspects associated with the report 
system 1400. 
0074 An execution engine 1432 provides back and forth 
handling of queries and movement of data. A statistical con 
nector 1434 is configured to perform probabilistic analysis 
associated with the report system 1400. For example, the 
probabilistic analysis can include the scorecarding algorithm 
and color highlighting of data (e.g., data in the 90" percentile 
is highlighted). A Subreporting engine 1436 is configured to 
enable look up and embedding of other reports. For example, 
this can include a pop-up Subreport, and the Subreporting 
engine 1436 is configured to handle functions associated with 
this subreport. A performance regulator 1438 is configured to 
provide performance regulation. For example, a drop down 
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list may include millions of values, and displaying all values 
may cause the system 1400 to crash or take a significant 
amount of time. The performance regulator 1438 is config 
ured to prevent this by providing a fixed number of records or 
to stop after a predetermined time. A security validator 1440 
prevents users from adding fields that they do not have access 
to. Also, the validator 1440 prevents hackers from building 
reports, hides reports/information, etc. The security validator 
1440 can also change based on a background change to a 
security model. A SQL injection detector 1442 looks for and 
prevents malicious activity based on SQL statements, e.g. 
hackers injecting special marks. 
0075 Referring to FIGS. 15-17, flowcharts 1500, 1600, 
1700 illustrate an exemplary process of user activity associ 
ated with creating a new report according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. Collectively, the flow 
charts 1500, 1600, 1700 show an exemplary operation of a 
reporting system, Such as described herein. A user can log into 
the reporting system, and begins by selecting a new or exist 
ing report (step 1502). If an existing report is selected, the 
user can select the report (step 1504), such as from a list of 
available existing reports. Next, the user can preview the 
selected report (step 1506). If the user selects a new report or 
after previewing the report, the user selects an initial data 
source (step 1508). For example, selecting initial data sources 
can be performed as described herein in FIGS. 2 and 3. 
0076 Referring to FIG. 15, after selecting the initial data 
Source, the user optionally can select another data source 
(step 1510). If the user wants to select another data source, 
then the user selects the additional data source (step 1512), 
and the data source automatically joins the report (1514). The 
user can evaluate the auto join (step 1516). If the user rejects 
the auto join, the user can change the join field (step 1518), 
else the user accepts and returns to step 1510 where the user 
can add yet another data Source. If the user does not want to 
add anymore data sources, the user can determine which 
fields to add (step 1520). If the user wants to add fields, the 
user can select an appropriate description (step 1522), select 
appropriate Sorting (step 1524), select appropriate visual Sub 
grouping (VG) (step 1526), select appropriate function (step 
1528), and select appropriate format (step 1530). After add 
ing a field and selecting the various items, the user can decide 
to add another field (step 1520). If no fields are added, the user 
can add a summary line (step 1532). The user can select the 
type of summary line (step 1534). After selecting the type of 
Summary line or if the user does not wanta Summary line, the 
user can add a filter (step 1536). Here, a user selects the field 
to filter (step 1538), the appropriate filter operator (step 
1540), the appropriate value for the operator if applicable 
(step 1542), the appropriate blank option (to return null val 
ues) (step 1544), and the appropriate parameter option (to 
allow the user to modify the parameter from the report 
viewer) (step 1546). After selecting the filter options, the user 
can add another filter (step 1536), or add a summary (step 
1548). To add the summary, the user selects the field (step 
1550), selects the appropriate description (step 1552), selects 
the appropriate sorting, i.e. A-Z or Z-A (step 1554), selects 
the appropriate function (step 1556), and selects the appro 
priate format (step 1558). After adding the summary, the user 
can add another summary (step 1548), or move to step 1602. 
0077 Referring to FIG. 16, after step 1602, the user can 
add a chart to the report (step 1604). If the user does not want 
to add a chart, the user proceeds to step 1702. If the user adds 
a chart, the user selects the chart type (step 1606). For 
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example, the chart type can include trend, pie, plot, bar, etc. If 
the chart type is a trend chart (step 1608), the user selects a 
date (step 1610), selects a date function (step 1612), selects a 
value (step 1614), selects a value function (step 1616), and 
selects the appropriate sort (step 1618), and then proceeds to 
step 1702. If the chart is a pie chart (step 1620), the user 
selects a label (step 1622), selects a label function (step 1624), 
selects a value (step 1626), selects a value function (step 
1628), and selects the appropriate sort (step 1630), and then 
proceeds to step 1702. If the chart is a plot chart (step 1632), 
the user selects the x-axis (step 1634), selects the function for 
the x-axis (step 1636), selects the y-axis (step 1638), selects 
the function for the y-axis (step 1640), and selects the appro 
priate sort (step 1642), and then proceeds to step 1702. In the 
chart is a bar chart (step 1644), the user selects a label (step 
1646), selects a label function (step 1648), selects a value 
(step 1650), selects a value function (step 1652), and selects 
the appropriate sort (step 1654), and then proceeds to step 
1702. 

(0078 Referring to FIG. 17, after step 1702, the user can 
add a description (step 1704). If the user adds a description, 
the user selects the appropriate time (step 1706), selects the 
appropriate description (step 1708), selects the appropriate 
header (step 1710), and selects the appropriate footer (step 
1712). After selecting the various components of the descrip 
tion or if no description is required, the user can add style 
(step 1714). To add style, the user selects the desired colors 
(step 1716), selects the appropriate print characters (step 
1718), and selects the appropriate header (step 1720). After 
adding the various style components or if no style is added, 
the user can review a preview of the report. Here, the user can 
accept the preview (step 1722). If the user declines the report, 
the user can go back to step 1502 or an intervening step to 
change various components of the report. 
0079 If the preview is accepted, the user is ready to final 
ize the report (step 1724). If the user is satisfied and the report 
is not needed in the future or to share, the user can restart or 
stop (step 1726). If the user needs the report in the future, the 
user can save the report (step 1728). If the user needs to share 
the report, the user can select an export mechanism (step 
1730). For example, the report can be exported to a variety of 
formats, such as SQL code (step 1732), Adobe PDF (step 
1734), XML format (step 1736), XLS format (step 1738), 
Word format (step 1740), Rich Text Format (RTF) (step 
1742), email (step 1744), Open Office (step 1746), and the 
like. 

0080 Referring to FIG. 18, a block diagram illustrates a 
server 1800 having a report generation system 1844, accord 
ing to an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The 
server 1800 can be a digital computer that, in terms of hard 
ware architecture, generally includes a processor 1810, input/ 
output (I/O) interfaces 1820, network interfaces 1830, 
memory 1840, and a data store 1850. The components 1810, 
1820, 1830, 1840, 1850 are communicatively coupled via a 
local interface 1860. The local interface 1860 can be, for 
example but not limited to, one or more buses or other wired 
or wireless connections, as is known in the art. The local 
interface 1860 can have additional elements, which are omit 
ted for simplicity, such as controllers, buffers (caches), driv 
ers, repeaters, and receivers, among many others, to enable 
communications. Further, the local interface 1860 can 
include address, control, and/or data connections to enable 
appropriate communications among the aforementioned 
components. 
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0081. The processor 1810 is a hardware device for execut 
ing software instructions. The processor 1810 can be any 
custom made or commercially available processor, a central 
processing unit (CPU), an auxiliary processor among several 
processors associated with the server 1800, a semiconductor 
based microprocessor (in the form of a microchip or chip set), 
or generally any device for executing Software instructions. 
When the server 1800 is in operation, the processor 1810 is 
configured to execute software stored within the memory 
1840, to communicate data to and from the memory 1840, and 
to generally control operations of the server 1800 pursuant to 
the software instructions. 

0082. The I/O interfaces 1820 can be used to receive user 
input from and/or for providing system output to one or more 
devices or components. User input can be provided via, for 
example, a keyboard and/or a mouse. System output can be 
provided via a display device and a printer (not shown). I/O 
interfaces 1820 can include, for example, a serial port, a 
parallel port, a Small computer system interface (SCSI), an 
infrared (IR) interface, a radio frequency (RF) interface, and/ 
or a universal serial bus (USB) interface. The network inter 
faces 1830 can be used to enable the server 1800 to commu 
nicate on a network, e.g. the Internet, a local area network 
(LAN), etc. The network interfaces 1830 can include, for 
example, an Ethernet card (e.g., 10BaseT. Fast Ethernet, 
Gigabit Ethernet) or a wireless local area network (WLAN) 
card (e.g., 802.11a/b/g). The network interfaces 1830 can 
include address, control, and/or data connections to enable 
appropriate communications on the network. The network 
interfaces 1830 are configured to enable multiple client 
devices to access the server 1830 to perform report generation 
with the report generation system 1844. 
0083. The data store 1850 can be used to store data that the 
server 1800 receives or analyzes to form reports. In one 
example, the data store 1850 can be located internal to the 
server 1800 such as, for example, an internal hard drive con 
nected to the local interface 1860 in the server 1800. Addi 
tionally in another embodiment, a data store 1852 can be 
located external to the server 1800 such as, for example, an 
external hard drive connected to the I/O interfaces 1820 (e.g., 
SCSI or USB connection). Finally in yet another embodi 
ment, a data store 1854 can be connected to the server 1800 
through a network, such as, for example, a network attached 
file server. The data store 1850, 1852, 1854 can include any of 
Volatile memory elements (e.g., random access memory 
(RAM, such as DRAM, SRAM, SDRAM, etc.)), nonvolatile 
memory elements (e.g., ROM, hard drive, tape, CDROM, 
etc.), and combinations thereof. Moreover, the data store 
1850, 1852, 1854 may incorporate electronic, magnetic, opti 
cal, and/or other types of storage media. 
0084. The memory 1840 can include any of volatile 
memory elements (e.g., random access memory (RAM. Such 
as DRAM, SRAM, SDRAM, etc.)), nonvolatile memory ele 
ments (e.g., ROM, hard drive, tape, CDROM, etc.), and com 
binations thereof. Moreover, the memory 1840 may incorpo 
rate electronic, magnetic, optical, and/or other types of 
storage media. Note that the memory 1840 can have a distrib 
uted architecture, where various components are situated 
remotely from one another, but can be accessed by the pro 
cessor 1810. The software in memory 1840 can include one or 
more software programs, each of which includes an ordered 
listing of executable instructions for implementing logical 
functions. In the example of FIG. 18, the software in the 
memory system 1840 includes the report system 1844 and a 
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suitable operating system (O/S) 1842. The operating system 
1842 essentially controls the execution of other computer 
programs, such as the report system 1844, and provides 
scheduling, input-output control, file and data management, 
memory management, and communication control and 
related services. For example, the operating system 1842 can 
be any of Windows NT, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Win 
dows Vista (all available from Microsoft, Corp. of Redmond, 
Wash.), Solaris (available from Sun Microsystems, Inc. of 
Palo Alto, Calif.), LINUX (or another UNIX variant) (such as 
available from RedHat of Raleigh, N.C.), or the like. 
I0085. The report generation system 1844 can include soft 
ware instructions operable to enable clients to generate cus 
tom reports through a web-based interface (i.e., through the 
network interface 1830). For example, the report generation 
system 1844 can be configured to perform the embodiments 
described herein. The system 1844 can connect to databases 
in the datastore 1850, 1852, 1854 or through the network 
interface 1830. For example, the databases can include 
Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, DB2, Sybase, or the 
like. The report generation system 1844 allows clients to 
quickly add data sources, fields, filters, grids, graphs and 
gauges to their reports using data from any database. Accord 
ingly, custom reports can be generated in minutes by any user, 
removing the conventional requirements for a database pro 
grammer to develop a custom model to build reports. 
I0086 Advantageously, the report generation system 1844 
enables simple report customizations, such as adding a new 
field, to take minutes from a web browser anywhere in the 
world. Additionally, the report generation system 1844 can be 
integrated with existing database software quickly. The report 
generation system 1844 integrates directly into existing web 
applications. It inherits an application’s existing security 
model, appearance and navigation, providing total integra 
tion. Also, the system 1844 includes extensive application 
program index (API) which enables developers to custom 
tailor the tool to fit specific needs so it does not feel like a 
"bolted on reporting system. For example, the report gen 
eration system 1844 can be added to a standard application on 
a per customer basis, with no need to alter a products code 
base, project assets and core documentation. In an exemplary 
embodiment, the report generation system 1844 can utilize 
the .NET environment and can be integrated into a .NET 
application. Advantageously, this allows a rapid deployment 
of the system 1844. 
I0087. Referring to FIG. 19, a network 1900 is depicted 
illustrating a client 1902 connected to a server 1800 through 
the Internet 1904 according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. For example, the client 1902 can con 
nect to a router/switch 1904 in a local area network (LAN) 
which connects to the Internet 1904. The server 1800 can also 
connect to a router? switch 1906 which connects to the Inter 
net 1904. The client 1902 can include a laptop, a desktop, and 
the like operating a web browser, such as Internet Explorer 
(available from Microsoft Corp.), Netscape (available from 
Netscape Communications), FireFox (available from 
Mozilla), Opera (available from Opera Software), Safari 
(available from Apple, Inc.), and the like, and an operating 
system such as Windows, Linux, Mac OS, and the like. Also, 
the web browser does not require any special configuration or 
plug-in software, and the client 1902 can access the reporting 
system 1844 through the web browser without any other 
software required on the client 1902. Additionally, a firewall 
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(not shown) may be included protecting access to the Internet 
1904. The server 1800 is configured to operate through a 
firewall. 

0088. The server 1800 is configured to communicate with 
one or more databases 1908. For example, the databases can 
include Oracle, Microsoft SQL Server, MySQL, DB2, 
Sybase and the like. In one exemplary embodiment, the data 
base 1908 can physically be collocated with the server 1800, 
and even part of the same computer system. In another exem 
plary embodiment, the database 1908 can be remotely con 
nected to the server 1800 Such as over the Internet 1904 or 
through a VPN. Here, the present invention further contem 
plates using the server 1800 to generate reports off Internet 
based databases 1908, i.e. the server 1800 is configured to 
connect to the database 1908 over a network connection even 
over extended distances. The server 1800 is configured to 
utilize existing mechanisms to connect to the database 1908. 
These mechanisms can include special protocols for each 
different database type. 
0089. A user can utilize the client 1902 to securely log into 
the server 1800 over the Internet 1904 and design custom 
reports through the reporting system 1844. For example, the 
user can have security credentials to log into the server 1800. 
For the database 1908, the user can have a connection string 
or password which provides both an address and security 
credentials for the database 1908. Once the credentials are 
Supplied, the reporting system 1844 is configured to auto 
matically provide data sources to the user and the associated 
UI screens for creating a custom report based on the type of 
the database 1908. 

0090 Interactions between the client 1902 and server 
1800 can include client side scripting which eliminates most 
page refreshes. Here, the client 1902 includes a web browser 
which Supports client side Scripting capabilities, such as 
AJAX. The client 1902 and the server 1800 can communicate 
utilizing the hyper text transfer protocol (HTTP) or HTTPS. 
Accordingly, the reporting system 1844 utilizes a scripted 
browser environment, and not a desktop client. This allows 
rapid deployment of the system 1844 since no clients are 
installed on a user's computer. Advantageously, the use of 
HTTP allows any browser with scripting to be configured to 
connect to the server 1800 without special security configu 
rations. 

0091 Referring to FIG. 20, an abstraction 2000 is illus 
trated of various levels 2002, 2004, 2006 associated with a 
reporting system according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. In a first level, the reporting system 
performs data customization 2002 which includes various 
filters and criteria associated with data customization. Here, 
data is customized based on various operations. Next, the 
reporting system includes a report customization level 2004. 
Here, the reporting system allows actual customization of the 
report itself. For example, different fields, groupings, sort 
ings, and the like can be implemented. Advantageously, the 
present invention performs this over HTTP/HTTPS and 
requires no knowledge of SQL or of characteristics and capa 
bilities of the specific database type. Instead, the reporting 
system itself is aware of the characteristics and capabilities 
and presents a user an easy-to-use UI in lieu of SQL com 
mands. This enables end users to perform report customiza 
tion without intimate database knowledge. In a third level of 
abstraction, a user presentation level 2006 provides an adapt 
able UI for report customization based on the specific type of 
database used. Here, the UI enables valid custom reports by 
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only showing users report options within capabilities of the 
specific database type. Further, the UI provides warnings or 
automatic corrections based on invalid combinations. 

0092 Referring to FIG. 21, a flowchart is illustrated for a 
method 2100 of installing and setting up a reporting system 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The exemplary method 2100 may be implemented with 
the network 1900, the client 1902, and the server 1800 as 
depicted in FIGS. 18 and 19. As described herein, software 
with respect to the method 2100 includes software configured 
to execute the systems and methods described herein with 
respect to the present invention. First, a copy of the software 
is obtained (step 2102). The software may be obtained via 
physical media or downloaded from a network. Furthermore, 
the Software may be configured to operate on a specific data 
base type (e.g., SQL Server 2000 or 2005, Oracle v9 and 
above, MySQL, IBM DB2, and the like) and on a specific 
operating system 1842 of the server 1800. A license key may 
also be provided with the software. The software is installed 
on the server 1800 (step 2104). As described herein, the 
Software and the present invention provide an integrated plat 
form for browser-based report customization and works, and 
the server 1800 may be an existing applications web server or 
another web server. In an exemplary embodiment, the soft 
ware may be installed on a Microsoft Internet Information 
Server/Services (IIS). The IIS may be part or an add-on to 
Windows NT 3.5, 4.0, Windows 2000, Windows XP, Win 
dows Server 2003, 2008, and the like. In a particular exem 
plary embodiment, the software may be installed on IIS ver. 
5.1 or higher, Microsoft .NET framework 1.1 or higher, and 
the like. Furthermore, there may be different versions of the 
software using C# or VB.NET (Visual Basic .NET) in case 
any code integration is needed with the Software. In a particu 
lar exemplary embodiment, the software may be distributed 
with different installations for various versions of .NET and 
for C# and VB.NET with the user deciding which installation 
is appropriate. 
0093. Once the software is installed, the software connects 
to one or more databases (step 2106). As discussed above, the 
Software may support one or more different database types 
such as SQL Server 2000 or 2005, Oracle v9 and above, 
MySQL, IBM DB2, and the like. At this step or prior to, a 
connection string is required that has proper read permissions 
to both data and metadata in the database. The connection 
string is a string that specifies information about a data source 
and the method of connecting to it. It is passed in code to an 
underlying driver or provider in order to initiate the connec 
tion. The connection string may include attributes such as the 
name of the driver, server and database, as well as security 
information Such as user name and password. Furthermore, 
the connection string may include a network address (e.g., IP 
address) or the like for external connections such as shown in 
FIG. 19. The software is configured to connect to an up and 
running database based on the connection string. An example 
connection string for SQL Server 2000, 2005 may be 
“Server-my Address; Database-mydb: User 
ID=myUsername: Password-myPassword; for a local data 
base and “Server myServerAddress: 
Database-myDataBase; Trusted Connection=True: for a 
remote database. Another example connection String for 
Oracle may be "Providermsdaora; 
DataSource=MyOracleDB; UserId=my Username: 
Password=myPassword.” Also, a connection string for IBM 
DB2 may be “Driver={IBM DB2 ODBC DRIVER}; 
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Database-Sample: Hostname=XXX.XXX.XXX.XXX: 
Port XXXXX: Protocol=TCPIP; Uid=name: Pwd=password:”. 
Of note, the connection string defines access and security into 
the database. As described herein, the software does not 
physically manipulate or change any of the data in the data 
base in creating reports. Furthermore, the security associated 
with a particular user ID and password in the connection 
string is fixed within the software as well so as to prevent 
report creation from any unauthorized areas in the database. 
0094. In an exemplary embodiment, the software may be a 
flexible API (application programming interface) that is con 
figured to integrate within an existing application, database, 
etc. Here, the software may be installed as a stand-alone 
virtual directory and connected to the database. Thus, after 
installation, the software may be configured (step 2108). The 
Software may include various settings that may be set on a 
per-user basis. These may be set via a settings file or through 
code. Some databases contain complex field names that may 
be confusing to users. In these situations it may be necessary 
to create reporting views that simplify the data model for the 
user. Users can be limited to specific views using the “Visible 
DataSources' setting. Also, custom branding, logo or header 
controls may be applied to the software. The software may 
include a robust and flexible security model which inherits 
rich security credentials from the application, database, etc. 
For example, various limitations for security may include a 
user only being able to see records available based on userID, 
client ID, etc. Thus, a particular user may be configured to 
only see certain data sources and not reports that require 
excluded data sources. Further, non-administrator users may 
not be able to overwrite reports of to see administrator or 
sensitive reports. 
0095 Also, as part of the configuration, views may be 
created for the software. In SQL, a VIEW is a virtual table 
based on the result-set of a SELECT statement. A view con 
tains rows and columns, just like a real table. The fields in a 
view are fields from one or more real tables in the database. 
SQL functions such as WHERE and JOIN can be added to a 
view and present the data as if the data were coming from a 
single table. Views may optimize and simplify an end-user's 
experience. Views offer the ability to draw data in from many 
Sources, organize data, and perform many calculations on 
data before the user uses it as a report data source. As 
described herein, the present invention offers a direct front 
end for a database meaning that there is no need to create 
models, catalogs or secondary schemas. Essentially the 
present invention does an analysis of the metadata rather than 
requiring a developer to create a mapping layer. This 
approach makes integration and maintenance significantly 
easier in that the present invention does not generally need to 
be maintained separately from the database. Most databases 
have evolved in such a way that the schema may be too 
complex from direct consumption by the user. With views, a 
series of views may be created that present the user with a 
simplified and secure perspective to work with. 
0096 Finally, end-users may use the software to create 
reports (step 2110). As described herein, users connect to the 
server 1800 using a browser, then are served pages and can 
build reports using the pages. Ultimately, the reports which 
are built are saved on a server's file system or in a database. 
The present invention provides an architecture centered on 
customization. The application may be built using ASP.NET 
controls. Building the application using controls allows for a 
highly extensible object oriented architecture. There are four 
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main components which comprise the user interface (UI). 
These components are pages in the application with which the 
user interacts. The present invention is designed to operate 
with end-user performance in mind using full AJAX. For 
optimal performance of views and database, indexing any 
field that maybe joined in views, sorted, or filtered by may be 
done. For example in SQL this can be done using the index 
tuning wizard. A Report List is first page the user typically 
interacts with unless given a link to a specific report. This 
page displays the list of reports. By default, it displays uncat 
egorized reports first (in alphabetical order) and then displays 
an alphabetized list of the reports by category. If allowed, 
users may: click the report to view the report in the report 
viewer page, click modify icon to load the report in the report 
designer; or click the delete icon to delete the report. A Report 
Viewer page is used to view a report which has already been 
designed. Modifications to the report can be made without 
permanently altering or overwriting the report in any way. If 
permitted, users may: add fields to the report, filter the report 
using fields, export the report, navigate to the report list page, 
load the report into the report designer page, etc. 
0097. A Report Designer page allows the user to create 
and modify reports. The page structure is a tabbed menu at 
top, followed by a toolbar of icons, and then the page content. 
Using this page, users will be able to: choose data sources for 
a report, choose fields which are shown in a report grid and 
perform simple operations on the fields, create filters to filter 
report data, create a Summary grid using fields and perform 
simple operations on the fields, create a chart to display data, 
create gauges to display data, Schedule a report for emailing, 
change visual elements of the report, titles, descriptions, col 
ors, etc., and preview the report after selecting all of the 
above. A Settings Page is used by the user, typically an admin, 
to set the most important settings which affect the UI and the 
application experience in this page. The changes made in the 
page primarily affect the Report List, Report Viewer, and the 
Report Designer. A Global.asax file, also known as the ASP. 
NET application file, is a file that contains code for respond 
ing to application-level and session-level events raised by 
ASP.NET or by HTTP modules. At run time, Global.asax is 
parsed and compiled. The Global.asax is not a page in the 
application, it is not served and it is stored in the root directory 
of the software application. It contains methods which allow 
customizing appearance of reports, loading, saving and dis 
playing reports. 
0098. In order to understand how the pages described 
above fit into the software and the present invention and how 
to modify them, a quick overview of ASP.NET web forms and 
controls is provided herein. Web forms are UI elements which 
give a web application its look and feel. Web forms contain 
the ASP.NET controls which the software uses to interact 
with the user and provide properties, methods, and events for 
the controls that are placed onto them. Ultimately, the UI 
elements are rendered into HTML. Web forms are made up of 
two components: the visual portion (the ASPX file such as the 
ReportList.aspx page), and the code behind the form, which 
resides in a separate class file (ReportList.aspx.cs). ASP.NET 
controls are components that are created and run on the server 
and encapsulate user-interface and other related functionality. 
They are used in ASP.NET pages (ASPX) and in ASP.NET 
code-behind classes (ASPX.CS or CS). After performing 
whatever operation they are designed to do, the control ren 
ders the appropriate HTML and sends that HTML into the 
output stream. For example, a DropDownList control will 
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allow binding to a data source, yet the output that is rendered 
is standard <SELECT) and <OPTION > tags when sent to a 
browser. However, the same DropDownList control might 
render WML (Wireless Markup Language) if the target is a 
portable phone. ASP.NET controls do not necessarily map to 
any one markup language, but have the flexibility to target the 
appropriate markup language. 
0099 Each page used in the software and the present 
invention may be a web form which contains the appropriate 
controls. As an example, let's examine the Report List ASPX 
page. It can be found in the root application directory (Re 
portList.aspx). The page contains an include directive so that 
the code behind (ReportList.aspx.cs) is used if modified. It 
contains the standard HTML tags, then it includes a header 
user control which can be customized to applications speci 
fications. The server controls are placed between the 
<FORMD </FORMD tags. When overriding the default 
behavior of pages, other user or server controls may be 
included by editing the code behind for the pages or recom 
piling the software into a web application. By default, the 
present invention allows many different settings customiza 
tion, however, when integrating custom code may have to be 
written. The software is an object oriented ASP.NET web 
application, and so uses the concept of "classes' for maxi 
mum flexibility and organization. By default, it uses an 
AdHocConfig class, when code is added for customization, it 
is adding code to class called CustomAdHocConfig which 
extends either the Database or File System storage mode base 
class. The definition for the CustomAdhocConfig class is 
found in the global.asax file, which is also where custom code 
is added. Advantageously, the structure of the present inven 
tion enables access to all of the relevant methods and proper 
ties without having to understand our object model. 
0100 Further, once the software is installed on the server, 
a plurality of users may access the server to operate the 
software over HTTP through their standard web browser. 
Note, the users may have the same access as defined in the 
setup, e.g. through the connection string, or they may have 
less rights that may be modified during the customization and 
setup. Additionally, the present invention may support an 
indirect connection to an SQL database. For example, if it is 
not possible or allowed to have a web farm with a direct SQL 
connection, an XMLDataDriver may be used instead. Here, 
all that is needed is a universal resource locator (URL) of a 
.ASPX page to provide a connection with a remote database 
over HTTP without a direct connection to a remote SQL 
SeVe. 

0101 Referring to FIG. 22, a UI screen 2200 illustrates a 
configuration page according to an exemplary embodiment of 
the present invention. In particular, the UI screen 2200 illus 
trates a database setup tab. 2202. The database setup tab. 2202 
includes a line to enter the license key (for C# or VB), a pull 
down menu to select database type (e.g., SQLServer), and a 
line to enter a connection String. Furthermore, the database 
setup tab. 2202 may include test buttons to test the license key 
and/or the connection string. Also, the database setup tab 
2202 includes a box 2204 listing a plurality of fields in the 
database with an associated checkbox. The box 2204 lists all 
of the fields in the database that are viewable based upon the 
permissions in the associated connection string. The boxes 
may be checked to select a few tables for reporting, such as 
Orders, Customers, or Sales. 
0102 Referring to FIG. 23, UI screens 2300, 2302 illus 
trate incorporation of visual geographical data in online 
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reports according to an exemplary embodiment of the present 
invention. The UI screen 2300 is a map of the U.S. with a bar 
graph illustrating a quantity of some reported value per state. 
The UI screen 2302 is the same map of the U.S. showing 
drill-down capabilities that allow a deeper dive deeper with a 
simple hover. In particular, the UI screen 2320 has a mouse 
cursor over the state of Colorado and this brings up a pie chart 
showing data related to Colorado. In an exemplary embodi 
ment, the report system 100 may include preloaded maps, 
such as the U.S., for example. Alternatively, the report system 
100 may allow importation of custom maps. 
(0103 Referring to FIG. 24, UI screens 2400, 2402 illus 
trate streamlining charts in online reports according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. The UI 
screen 2400 is a pie chart of various items with numerous 
small items with small quantities. The UI screen 2402 is a 
streamlined version of the same pie chart as illustrated in the 
UI screen 2400 with an “other section consolidating many of 
the small items. Here, the report system 100 may be config 
ured to allow consolidation for better viewing and reporting. 
This may include customized consolidation of any fields into 
larger fields and the like. 
0104 Referring to FIG. 25. UI screens 2500, 2502 illus 
trate a combined line and bar chart and a stacked bar graph 
according to an exemplary embodiment of the present inven 
tion. The UI screen 2500 is a combined line and bar chart that 
allows dual visualization of multiple metrics simultaneously 
by adding a line for secondary data. Here, the line chart 
represents a second set of data from the bar chart. The UI 
screen 2502 is a stacked bar chart that shows a breakdown of 
a measure based on categorical data. The report system 100 
may be configured to allow these customizations through the 
UI. 

0105. Referring to FIGS. 26-27, a self-join feature for 
parent-child relationships is illustrated in UI screens 2600, 
2602 and through tables 2700,2702, 2704, 2706 according to 
an exemplary embodiment of the present invention. In the 
present invention, self-join allows for parent-child relation 
ships to be accessed from the DataSources tab as shown in UI 
screen 2600. Further, the same table can be used as a second 
ary child table within a Report Designer in UI screen 2602. In 
FIG. 27, for example, suppose there is a tree in a database with 
an arbitrary depth. Typically, it is implemented by a single 
table 2700 with two columns: ID and ParentID. Records with 
ParentlD=0 are considered as top-level records, so the table 
2700 illustrates top-level category “Beverages” with two chil 
dren "Chai' and “Chang. To show data from such table as 
a tree you have to self-join this table on Id=Parentld as shown 
in the screen 2600. Now there are two “TreeTable data 
sources joined on Id=ParentId. TreeTable.Name now con 
tains name of category, while TreeTable2.Name contains 
name of the product—exactly as in the case of joining two 
different dataSources—say, Categories and Products on Cat 
egories.Id=Products.CategoryId and getting records with 
field Categories.Name and Products. Name as shown in FIG. 
26. The resulting report is illustrated in the tables 2702, 2704, 
27O6. 

0106 Referring to FIG. 28, a UI screen 2800 illustrates 
visual enhancements in the fields report according to an 
exemplary embodiment of the present invention. Typically, 
the fields report is a list or table which is hard to glean 
information from (versus, for example, a chart). The UI 
screen 2800 illustrates a usual table of average price of prod 
uct against size ordered by size. Typically, these numbers 
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would be hard to perceive and deduce anything from. How 
ever, the present invention utilizes gradient shading in the UI 
screen 2800 depending on cells values applied. From viewing 
the UI screen, it may be understood that there are two out 
standing sizes—56 (expensive) and 70 (cheap), while all 
other sizes have roughly equal cost. Furthermore, the UI 
screen 2800 may also include a “heat map’. The heat map 
looks similar to gradient shading, but much more convenient 
for pivot reports, and can be applied with single click by just 
setting “Heat Map” value in the “format combo box for pivot 
cells. 

0107 Referring to FIG. 29, a UI screen 2900 illustrates 
pivoted table customization according to an exemplary 
embodiment of the present invention. Specifically, the present 
invention Supports a complete set of settings for pivot col 
umns for independent customization. For example, in the UI 
screen 2900, report is shown with a field Total due having 
italic font style enabled, while pivot columns for years have 
bold font style enabled in Advanced properties. 

0108. Although the present invention has been illustrated 
and described herein with reference to preferred embodi 
ments and specific examples thereof, it will be readily appar 
ent to those of ordinary skill in the art that other embodiments 
and examples may perform similar functions and/or achieve 
like results. All Such equivalent embodiments and examples 
are within the spirit and scope of the present invention and are 
intended to be covered by the following claims. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A method, comprising: 
connecting to a user over the Internet; 
providing the user a Web-based graphical user interface for 

creating a customizable report based on data in an exter 
nal database; 

receiving input from the user based on operations in the 
Web-based graphical user interface, wherein the input 
defines the customizable report; 

connecting to the external database over the Internet; and 
creating the customizable report based on the data in the 

external database and responsive to the input from the 
USC. 

2. A server, comprising: 
a network interface configured to connect to a user through 

a Web browser and to a database comprising one of a 
plurality of database types; and 

a processor coupled to the network interface, wherein the 
processor is configured to execute computer-executable 
instructions configured to: 
connect to the user over the Internet; 
provide the user a Web-based graphical user interface for 

creating a customizable report based on data in the 
database; 

receive input from the user based on operations in the 
Web-based graphical user interface, wherein the input 
defines the customizable report; 

connect to the database over the Internet; and 
create the customizable report based on the data in the 

database and responsive to the input from the user. 
k k k k k 


